Over the day students will be

Students will be using a myriad of tools and skills to improve their learning for the 21st century with a focus on Web 2.0 tools, Online study skills, Goal setting and evaluating their ½ yearly report and then creating a learning plan. Culminating in all students submitting a task.

On Monday 13th September and on Thursday 16th September

Year 9 Learning4success Days are coming! 13th & 16th September

Monday 13th September Year 9

Students in classes 9G, 9 F and 9 A, then on September 16th 9B, 9C, 9D and 9E will be exploring ways to improve learning for successful results and interest in class work. Each class will be divided into small group and working with team leaders (our wonderful teachers!) to undergo a myriad of ways to improve your results to meet your potential.

Edmodo Group for Year 9
yr9 4success. The code to access this group is: q1gi11

Studyskillshandbook.com.au
User name: forrosebaysconly
Password is: 111results

Jump into a great way of learning

34A Hardy Street Dover Heights, NSW 2030
http://www.rosebay-h.schools.nsw.edu.au
Our aims!

1. Organisation of content and time
2. Use/understand personal learning networks (collaborations) as opposed to self promote
3. Student self - regulation through goal setting and "Authentic" engagement
4. Understand and engage, enthuse about "learning" new things
5. Understanding of not meeting yr 10 outcomes will mean not going on to yr11
6. Actions have positive and negative impacts on achievements

WEB 2.0 TOOLS for learning
Web 2.0 tools allow us to open up our skills and the possibilities of the web. We will try and experiment with VOICE THREAD, RPEZI, EXTRANORMAL, WORDLE, BUBLLE-US EDU GLOGSTER .. we will look at DIIGO, NETVIBES and WIKIS.

HOW DO WE LEARN, ORGANISE and STUDY
We will look at Study Skills online, develop a study plan and look at managing our time better, set some goals for our yearly report and for our School certificate next year.

How to use ONE NOTE right & Edmodo
We will set up templates properly for each of your subjects. You will organize your subject workbooks on your netbook using onenote and then we will teach you about submitting all your work online using edmodo...so your teachers never have to chase

The Program...
OUR PLAN for the DAY .... Collaborate-create and SUCCEED

9.00 - introduction, online criteria, username, authentic tasks, Brad’s battery tips

9.30 - Study skills - and learning plans- register
Student looks at their report and create stairs for success.

Recess - 1030-11:00

11.00 – 12:00 One Note and Edmodo

Lunch- 12.00 - 12.58 Year 9 Treats

1.00- 2:00 Web 2.0 tools Introduction

2.00- 3.00 Fun with web 2.0 tools to link learning
Practical sessions
3.20 submit and poll and evaluate